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Abstract
Argentina is a wide country with a variety of climates, where an increase in mean and extreme
temperatures is currently on-going, demanding regional climate information to design and implement
effective strategies for climate change adaptation. In this regard, the use of Empirical Statistical
Downscaling (ESD) procedures can help providing tailored climate information. In this work, a set of ESD
models were tested to generate plausible regional climate projections for daily maximum and minimum
temperatures (Tx, Tn) in Argentina. ESD models were applied to an ensemble of CMIP5 and CMIP6 global
circulation models (GCMs) to downscale historical and future worst-case scenarios. The plausibility of
the ESD projections was analysed by comparing them with their driving GCMs and with CORDEX regional
climate models (RCMs).

Generally, all ESD models added value during the historical period, in mean values as well as in extreme
indices, especially for Tx. The climate projections depicted an extended signal of warming (both in the
mean and in the frequency of extremes), consistent between all simulations (GCMs, RCMs and ESD) and
strongest over northern Argentina. ESD models showed potential to produce plausible projections,
although, depending on the technique considered (for Tx) and the predictor con�gurations (for Tn),
differences in the change rates were identi�ed. Nevertheless, the uncertainty in future changes was
considerably reduced by RCMs and ESD when compared to their driving GCMs.

Overall, this study evidences the potential of ESD in a climate change context and contributes to the
assessment of the uncertainty on the future Argentine climate.

1. Introduction
Climate change has led to an increase in global temperature that will, with high con�dence, continue
during the upcoming years modifying different aspects of the climate system (Almazroui et al. 2021;
Gulizia et al. 2022; Collazo et al. 2022; De Luca and Donat 2023, Avila-Diaz et al. 2023; Engdaw et al.
2023; Alexander and Arblaster, 2017). However, assessing the differentiated patterns and rates of change
in a regional scale is of utmost importance to set up well-informed policy strategies of adaptation and
mitigation of the observed and future local changes (IPCC 2021). In this regard, Argentina (located in the
southern tip of South America, roughly between 55–75 °W and 20–60 °S) is a wide country with different
climatic regions, where an increase in mean temperature has been detected as well as an ampli�cation of
temperature extremes including heatwaves duration and intensity (Rusticucci et al. 2016; Olmo et al.
2020; Suli et al. 2023; Coronato et al. 2023). Furthermore, this sort of climate hazards have a strong
impact on different socio-economic activities, energy production and distribution, and also on human
health, increasing stress conditions and mortality particularly of the most vulnerable age ranges (Almeira
et al. 2016; Fontan and Rusticucci 2021; Miranda et al. 2023).

Within the scienti�c community, the use of global climate models (GCMs) is one of the most valuable
tools when performing studies of observed and future climate variability and change. They are
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consistently organised and freely distributed within different versions of the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP). These simulations provide outputs of several climatic variables in
multiple time-steps, numerically resolving the system of equations that govern the atmosphere and
parametrizing some physical processes and mechanisms that can not yet be explicitly resolved due to
still unknown mechanisms and not enough resolution (Ambrizzi et al 2018, Taylor et al. 2012; Eyring et al.
2016). Hence, different methods of downscaling are available to obtain from the GCMs regional climate
information at a �ner scale. Empirical statistical downscaling (ESD) arises as a promising and
competitive procedure based on the observed link between the large-scale and surface atmospheric
variables (Maraun et al. 2010), with a signi�cantly reduced computational cost than dynamical
downscaling, another popular strategy based on regional climate models (RCMs), like the ones put in line
within the initiative Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX). Both approaches
have their different strengths and limitations, but have demonstrated added value in their representation
of the local climate in different regions of the world (Huth et al. 2015; Casanueva et al. 2016; Gutiérrez et
al. 2019; Olmo et al. 2022a; Balmaceda-Huarte et al. 2023). In particular, different efforts have been made
for ESD experiments over southern South America (SSA) employing a variety of statistical methods
including analogs, regressions and clustering procedures (D’onofrio et al. 2010; Bettolli and Penalba
2018; Araya-Osses et al. 2021; Mutz et al. 2021). More recently, in some areas of SSA, focus has been put
especially on extreme precipitation (Bettolli et al. 2021; Solman et al. 2021; Olmo et al. 2022b). These
studies highlighted the potential of different downscaling tools to represent complex phenomena like
heavy rainfall, that GCMs struggle to simulate due to misrepresentation of its leading mechanisms.
Whereas statistical downscaling of daily maximum and minimum temperatures (Tx and Tn, respectively)
has been evaluated in a previous work by Balmaceda-Huarte and Bettolli (2022), where a set of analogs,
generalised linear models and arti�cial neural networks were employed. The authors found, during an
observed period using a cross-validation approach, a good performance of the models, being successful
to reproduce the mean values, extreme percentiles and temporal variability from seasonal to interannual.
Moreover, these models were able to simulate a particular validation set of warmer years, indicating their
potential to be used for climate change studies. However, only few studies assessed the evaluation of
future projections of extreme temperatures on a regional scale, based on RCM outputs (Carril et al. 2016;
López Franca et al. 2016; Lagos-Zuñiga et al. 2022; Reboita et al. 2022; Olmo et al. 2022b; Blázquez and
Solman 2023). In particular, the use of ESD ensembles is still incipient over the region (Araya-Osses et al.
2021; Mutz et al. 2021) and has not been carried out for producing detailed Tx and Tn climate projections
over Argentina so far.

Thus, the generation of future climate projections of daily extreme temperatures by means of ESD
strategies is still an open line of research over Argentina that could help ascertain our con�dence in a
global warming scenario.

In this context, the aim of the present work is to analyse the suitability of a multi-model ensemble of
statistically downscaled GCMs to generate plausible regional climate projections for Tx and Tn in
different climatic regions of Argentina. To do so, a set of ESD models previously evaluated in Balmaceda-
Huarte and Bettolli (2022) and found with the best skills within the calibration and validation experiment
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will be used to downscale a set of CMIP5 and CMIP6 GCMs to build an ESD ensemble for the 21st
century. Moreover, the plausibility of these projections will be analysed by comparing them with their
driving GCMs outputs and the available CORDEX RCM simulations over Argentina. This paper is
structured as follows: Section 2 presents the observational and model data employed here, Section 3
describes the ESD experiment; Section 4 shows the results of the application of the ESD models into the
GCMs in their historical period and the climate change projections, including the intercomparison with
RCM outputs and, lastly, Section 5 presents a discussion and some �nal remarks of this study.

2. Data
Station data

Daily maximum and minimum temperature (Tx and Tn) observed at 101 meteorological stations of
Argentina were considered during the period 1979–2018 (Fig. 1). The station network presented less than
10% of missing information in the total period and has been previously used and quality-controlled in
Balmaceda-Huarte and Bettolli (2022). All station data was provided by the National Weather Service of
Argentina.

Since Argentina is a wide country that comprises a variety of climates (Beck et al. 2018), to better
represent their different characteristics the total domain was divided into �ve subregions. The regions
considered were the Pampas region (R1), northeast Argentina (R2), central Argentina (R3), northwest
Argentina (R4) and Argentinian Patagonia (R5) (Fig. 1) following Balmaceda-Huarte and Bettolli (2022).

Gridded data: Reanalysis, GCMs and RCMs

Daily �elds from the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis (ERA, Dee et al. 2011) were used as large scale
predictors to train the ESD models in the period 1979–2018. The variables considered for the different
ESD models were meridional and zonal wind at 1000 hPa (v1000 and u1000), air temperature and
speci�c humidity at 850 hPa (T850 and q850) and sea level pressure (slp). The predictors domain
extends between 14–58 °S and 44–80 °W (Fig. 1) and encloses Argentina, part of the Paci�c and Atlantic
oceans and the Andes mountain range, key features of the southern South America atmospheric
circulation (Barros et al. 2002; Bettolli and Penalba, 2018; Balmaceda-Huarte and Bettolli, 2022).

Daily outputs from 14 GCMs from the CMIP5 and CMIP6 modelling experiment (Taylor et al. 2012; Eyring
et al. 2016) listed in Table 1 were used in the application of the ESD models. The selection of the GCMs
was made according to the data availability of the chosen predictor variables in the domain (Fig. 1) since
some GCMs exhibited missing data near the complex topography of the Andes mountain range. For both
experiments, historical and future simulations from the worst-case scenario were employed. In the case
of CMIP5 (CMIP6) models the evaluation of historical simulations was done in the period 1979–2005
(1979–2014) and the RCP8.5 (SSP585) future scenario in the period 2006–2100 (2014–2100). In
particular, the MPI-ESM1-2-LR CMIP6 model (Table 1) was not employed for the analysis of future
projections due to some outliers in the v1000 predictor data during the period 2071–2100.
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Large scale predictors from ERA and all GCMs were re-gridded using bilinear interpolation and taken to a
common 2º spatial grid resolution to ease the intercomparison. In all cases, standardised anomalies of
the predictor variables (by gridbox) were used as input for the ESD models.

Additionally, daily Tx and Tn raw outputs (RAW) from the GCMs (Table 1) were considered, selecting the
closest grid cell –keeping the GCM native resolution– to the meteorological station point (Fig. 1).

Finally, in order to intercompare dynamical and statistical downscaling future simulations, daily Tx and
Tn from three different regional climate models (RCMs) contributing to the CORDEX initiative (Giorgi et
al., 2009; Jones et al. 2011) were taken into account (Table 2). In particular, the simulations of RegCM4.7
and REMO2015 models (Table 2) belonging to the CORDEX-CORE experiment (Gutowski et al., 2016) and
the Eta model (Chou et al. 2004) were used. These simulations are nested by three different GCMs of
CMIP5 (Table 2), which cover the historical period (1981–2005) and climate change projections for the
period 2006–2099 in the RCP8.5 scenario. Although all ESD simulations were performed for all GCMs in
Table 1, for the comparison with RCMs, only ESD simulations using the three GCMs forcing the RCMs
were considered.

Similar to the GCMs RAW outputs, the closest grid cell from each RCMs native grid to the meteorological
station point was considered. The Eta model (Chou et al. 2014) domain did not cover all Argentina, in this
case only the station points included in the Eta domain were considered.
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Table 1
Global Climate Models (GCMs) used in this study.

Experiment Model Reference Resolution Variant Lebel

CMIP5 CanESM2 Kirchmeier-Younget al. (2017) 2.8° × 2.8° r1i1p1

CMCC-CESM Hurrell et al. (2013) 3.7° × 3.4° r1i1p1

CMCC-CM Scoccimarro et al. (2011) 0.7° × 0.7° r1i1p1

CMCC-CMS Weare et al. (2012) 1.9° × 1.9° r1i1p1

CNRM-CM5 Voldoire et al. (2013) 1.4° × 1.4° r1i1p1

EC-Earth Hazeleger et al. (2010) 1.12° x 1.12° r12i1p1

MPI-ESM-LR Giorgetta et al. (2013) 1.9° × 1.9° r1i1p1

MPI-ESM-MR Giorgetta et al. (2013) 1.9° × 1.9° r1i1p1

NorESM1-M Bentsen et al. (2013) 1.9° × 2.5° r1i1p1

CMIP6 CanESM5 Swart et al. (2019) 2.8° × 2.8° r1i1p2f1

MPI-ESM2-1-HR Mueller et al. (2018) 0.9° × 0.9° r1i1p1f1

MPI-ESM2-1-LR Mueller et al. (2018) 1.9°×1.9° r1i1p1f1

NorESM2-LM Bentsen et al. (2013) 1.9° x 2.25° r1i1p1f1

NorESM2-MM Bentsen et al. (2013) 0.9° × 1.25° r1i1p1f1

3. Methodology
ESD models

Following the assessment carried out in Balmaceda-Huarte and Bettolli (2022), a subset of ESD models
were selected for this study (Table 3). This selection took into account three different ESD techniques:
analogs (ANs), generalised linear models (GLMs) and arti�cial neural networks (ANNs); and two predictor
combinations (P1 and P2) with three different con�gurations (point-wise and spatial-wise predictors, and
combination of both). Predictors set P2 and P1 include variables representative of the atmospheric
circulation, temperature and humidity (see Table 3) and also informative of the climate change signal, in
agreement with climate change ESD studies over the region (Mutz et al. 2021; Araya-Osses et al. 2020).
Regarding predictor con�gurations, in the point-wise predictors the four nearest grid points (L) to the
target station point were considered, while for the spatial predictors (S), the whole domain were used
(pink box in Fig. 1) and empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) were applied to reduce dimensionality and
co-linearity. Both approaches were combined in local-spatial-wise (LS). Predictor con�guration and the
way the ESD models were constructed are further explained in a previous work (Balmaceda-Huarte and
Bettolli, 2022).
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All ESD models from Table 3 were trained separately at each meteorological station (single-site
approach). A brief description of the methods considered for this study are described below.

Table 2
Regional Climate Models (RCMs) used in this study.

RCM Driving GCM Reference Resolution

Eta CanESM2 Chou et al. (2014) 0.20°

RegCM4-7 MPI-ESM-LR

NorESM1-M

Giorgi et al. (2012) 0.22°

REMO2015 MPI-ESM-MR

NorESM1-M

Jacob et al. (2012) 0.22°

The AN technique described by Zorita and von Storch (1999) was employed. This method looks for
similarities -using the Euclidean norm- between the daily large-scale predictors from ERA and the GCMs.
From this procedure, an analog day is identi�ed for each day of the GCMs, and the corresponding value
from the observation record is used for prediction (Horton 2021, Araya-Osses et al. 2020, Gutierrez et al.
2013). In this sense, the AN method is restricted to the situations observed during the period of training
(1979–2018).

Table 3
Predictors and con�gurations selected for the three methods ANs, GLMs, and ANNs. L(S)

indicates the local (spatial) con�guration of the predictor.
Predictors Con�guration Label

P1: u1000, v1000, T850 and q850 L (u1000 + v1000 + T850 + q850) P2.L

S (u1000 + v1000 + T850) + L (q850) P2.LS

S (u1000 + v1000 + T850 + q850) P2.S

P2: T850, q850 and slp S (T850 + slp) + L (q850) P1.LS.a

The ANN models are essentially non-linear regressions composed of three types of layers: an input layer
(predictors information), an output layer (observations) and one or more hidden layers in between.
Several neurons are grouped in these layers, which are fully connected by weights and output signals.
These output signals are obtained from the sum of the inputs to the neurons modi�ed by an activation
function (Gardner and Dorling, 1998). For this work, the ANNs architecture tested in Balmaceda-Huarte
and Bettolli (2022) was employed with two-layers of 25 and 15 neurons, respectively. Also, the sigmoid
and linear activation functions were considered in the hidden and output layers, respectively. Furthermore,
the different weights were optimised during the calibration process using the backpropagation algorithm
(Rumelhart et al. 1986; Hernanz et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2021) and the mean squared error as cost
function, setting the learning rate parameter to 0.01 and a batch size of 100.
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In the case of daily temperatures ---which can be sensibly modelled by a normal distribution— the GLMs
models are equal to a multiple linear regression (Maraun and Witmann, 2018). In these models, the link
between the predictor (large-scale variables) and the predictand (Tx and Tn observed) is approximate via
some linear function whose coe�cients are de�ned in the training phase (Huth, 1999; Asong et al., 2016).
Despite its simplicity, GLM models have been widely used to downscale temperature especially as a
benchmark method to evaluated brand-new techniques (Fan et al. 2021, Hernanz et al. 2021, Baño-
Medina et al. 2021).

Perfect prognosis assumption

Under the perfect prognosis approach (PP), the ESD models are trained considering “perfect” conditions,
taking predictand data from meteorological stations and large-scale predictors from reanalysis (which
are considered as pseudo-observations); and then applied to the GCMs predictor data under the
assumption that predictors are well simulated by the GCMs ---perfect prognosis assumption—. However,
GCMs are usually “not perfect” and biased with respect to the reanalysis data (Balmaceda-Huarte et al.
2023). Thus, to alleviate the mismatch between ERA and the GCMs and ful�l the perfect prognosis
assumption, GCMs predictor data were bias-corrected as in Baño-Medina et al. (2022) and Balmaceda-
Huarte et al. (2023). In this regard, the GCMs predictor data were adjusted in mean and variance on a
monthly basis to the ERA predictors used for training. To preserve trends, this procedure was done in two
steps: �rst the historical period was corrected; and second, the future scenario, in which the delta change
signal was previously removed and then added to the corrected predictors. Note that this correction
minimises the potential errors that may appear in the future downscaled scenarios and therefore
circumvent on implausible future projections (Baño-Medina et al. 2022; Manzanas et al., 2020; Vrac and
Ayar, 2016).

Historical and future scenarios

Tx and Tn downscaled series from the different GCMs were �rst evaluated during the historical period
taking the station observations as reference. The seasonal mean values in terms of bias were assessed
considering days from austral summer (DFJ) for Tx and winter (JJA) for Tn. These calculations were
done for the historical period of CMIP5 and CMIP6, respectively.

Further evaluations were done in a common reference period 1986–2005. Following the framework of the
VALUE experiment over Europe (Maraun et al. 2015; Hertig et al. 2017), several validation indices
described in Table 4 were estimated addressing marginal and temporal aspects of the ESD models
simulations. All the indices were calculated for each station ---or the closest grid cell to the station point,
in the case of the RAW model outputs— and then regionally aggregated.

Future projections were analysed with respect to the reference period by means of delta changes:
differences between the mean values of the far future (1971–2100) and the reference period were
calculated for each Tx and Tn ESD simulation from both future scenarios (RCP8.5 and SSP85)
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independently. To intercompare the far-future signal, the delta change was computed for both the RAW
GCM outputs and RCMs simulations.

Finally, average regional time-series during the complete period of study (1979–2100) were constructed
by merging the historical and future scenarios. With the aim of analysing extreme aspects of the future
projections, the temporal evolution of the indices cold and hot days detailed in Table 4 and two percentile-
based indices from the ETCCDI (Klein Tank et al. 2009) (Table 4) were analysed.

All calculations implemented in this study were performed using the R-based climate4R open framework
(Iturbide et al. 2019; Bedia et al. 2020).

4. Results

4.1 Historical scenario
a Seasonal biases
As an initial evaluation the ensamble mean of the ESD simulations in the historical period was explored.
The spatial distribution of the bias for the warmest (Tx during summer) and coldest (Tn during winter)
temperatures of the year are displayed in Fig. 2 considering the ensemble mean of CMIP5 and CMIP6
simulations for each ESD and RAW outputs. Results
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Table 4
Indices analysed in this study. P90 (P10) refers to the 90th (10th) percentile calculated during the

reference period 1986–2005.
Index Temporal

scale
Descriptions Variable Unit

AnnualCycleAmp Annual Amplitude of the annual cycle Tx ,Tn °C

P98 DFJ 98th percentile Tx °C

P02 JJA 2th percentile Tn °C

Hot days Annual Number of days in the year with Tx > 
30°C

Tx days

Cold days Annual Number of days in the year with Tn < 
0°C

Tn days

ColdAnnualMaxSpell Annual Median of the annual cold

(Tn < P10)

spell maxima

Tn days

WarmAnnualMaxSpell Annual Median of the annual warm (Tx > P90)

spell maxima

Tx days

Tx90p Annual Number of days in the year with Tx > 
P90

Tx days

Tn90p Annual Number of days in the year with Tn > 
P90

Tn days

showed that ESD simulations considerably reduce the biases observed in the RAW outputs for both
experiments (CMIP5 and CMIP6) and variables. This was more clear for Tx than Tn, for which RAW
ensembles showed larger errors. For both temperatures, similar patterns of biases were exhibited in
CMIP5 and CMIP6 RAW ensembles. Summer Tx was highly underestimated along the Andes Mountain
range (R4) and in Patagonia region (R5) while overestimated in northeastern Argentina (R1 and R2). The
coldest temperatures were mostly overestimated by the RAW ensembles with the exception of the
stations near the Andes Mountain range (R4).

Regarding the ESD simulations, generally, cold (warm) biases for Tx (Tn) were observed, slightly higher
for Tn (Fig. 2). No clear distinctions were detected between the CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles, which
performed similarly despite the imbalance in the number of GCMs included in each ensemble. However,
some differences were highlighted among the ESD models performance. The AN model that considered
only local information of the predictors (AN.P2.L) exhibited the largest differences with the observations
in all stations for both predictand variables. This characteristic of the models with local predictor
con�guration was also observed in the GLM and ANN families, where GLM.P2.L and ANN.P2.L presented
coldest (warmest) biases for Tx (Tn) than the rest of the con�gurations. Nevertheless, these biases (with
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the exception of the AN.P2.L, in some stations) did not exceed 1ºC in absolute values, and stayed close to
the errors obtained during cross-validation on an annual basis (Balmaceda-Huarte and Bettolli, 2022).

b Indices
A deeper inspection of the ESD simulations was carried out in the period 1986–2005 by analysing
multiple indices. Results are summarised in boxplots in Figs. 3 and 4 for Tx and Tn, respectively. Boxplot
displays: the observed value of the indices at each station point for each region; the indices estimation
for each ESD model and RAW simulation regionally averaged for each GCM expressed in terms of bias.
Regarding Tx (Fig. 3), the amplitude of the annual cycle (AnnualCycleAmp) of the different regions was
well captured by the downscaled simulations. Exceptionally, the AN.P2.L highly underestimated the
observed values, specially in R5 (Patagonia Argentina) ----region with the largest annual amplitude (Fig.
3a)---. This result for the AN.P2.L was in line with the biases detected in Fig. 2, and also to a strong
overestimation of the winter Tx by the analog method, that was already identi�ed when the ESD models
where forced with reanalysis data (Balmaceda-Huarte and Bettolli, 2022). For the rest of the ESD models,
underestimations of the annual cycle amplitude were detected as well. In particular, the regression-based
models (GLMs and ANNs) with P2.LS and P2.S predictor con�guration presented the best performance
for this index, whereas the ones with local con�guration (P2.L) presented the lowest skills.

Oppositely, the RAW outputs generally overestimated the amplitude of the annual cycle, excepting in the
Patagonia region (R5) where most of the RAW outputs of the GCMs showed negative biases. In all
regions, the RAW outputs exhibited a large dispersion among the different GCMs compared to the ESD
simulations, depicted by larger boxes. Although this dispersion seems to be larger for the CMIP5 models
(boxplots in green, Fig. 3c) than for those of CMIP6 (boxplots in purple, Fig. 3c), this comparison is not
fair since the number of GCMs belonging to each experiment is imbalanced.

As a measure of the extreme warmest temperatures, the 98th percentile of the summer days distribution
(DJF P98) was analysed for Tx. The observations exhibited the highest P98 in the northern regions of
Argentina (R2, R3 and R4) where most of the stations presented P98 > 35ºC, while the lowest values were
observed at the southern tip of the continent, in Patagonia region (R5) (Fig. 3a). The observed P98 were
satisfactorily captured by the AN models, which highlighted from the rest of the ESD models with the
smallest biases in all regions. The ANNs and GLMs families, instead, exhibited largest biases and tended
to underestimate the warmest temperatures, especially the models that considered spatial predictors (S or
LS con�gurations). Nevertheless, the biases from the ESD models were considerably smaller than the
ones from the RAW outputs, which differed from the observations by up to 7.5ºC.

When analysing hot days (the number of days with Tx > 30ºC), the improvement of the ESD simulations
compared to the RAW outputs was notable. Generally, the stations of northern Argentina (R2, R3 and R4),
experienced Tx above 30ºC in about 90 to 150 days along the year (Fig. 3a). The statistically downscaled
simulations showed skills to represent these values, differing in less than 15 days (considering absolute
values) with the observations. Whereas RAW outputs presented a large dispersion among the GCMs
performances in all regions and biases reaching almost 100 days in some of them. Commonly to both
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approaches ---ESD simulations and RAW outputs— the largest disagreement among GCM were detected
in the northeast Argentina region (R2) which exhibited large boxes and highest biases. For this index ---as
for P98— differences were detected in the distributions of the CMIP5 and CMIP6 GCMs downscaled
simulations. However, as mentioned above, these results are partly conditioned by the number of
members in each experiment.

In the observed period the regional mean values of the median of the annual warm spell maxima
(WarmAnnualMaxSpell) was close to 6 days in Pampas region and northeast Argentina (R1 and R2) and
between 4 and 5 days in central-northwest Argentina and Patagonia region (R3 to R5) (Fig. 3a). In all
regions, the downscaled simulations performed very similar and only the ANN.P2.S presented slightly
small biases. The regression based models overestimated the duration of the warm spells while on the
contrary, the AN models simulated shorter spells in all regions. The RAW outputs showed similar skills to
the downscaled simulations to reproduce this index and this may be due to the percentile based threshold
used for index construction which is independent from biases in the marginal distribution (Hertig et al.,
2018)

Concerning Tn, the observed amplitude of the annual cycle (AnnualCycleAmp) was generally smaller than
for Tx particularly in Patagonia Argentina (R5) (Figura 4a). The ESD simulations satisfactorily estimated
this index and exhibited similar skills than for Tx. AN models typically underestimated the amplitude in all
regions, while the performance of the ANN and GLM models varied depending on the region. The largest
biases were identi�ed in the Patagonia region (R5) and in northwest Argentina (R4) as a common feature
of all ESD models. For the RAW simulations, the largest errors were exhibited in R4, where the amplitude
of the annual cycle was underestimated by all the GCMs.

With focus on cold extremes, the winter 2nd percentile (P02) of Tn was assessed for the ESD and RAW
simulations. During the reference period, observations presented P02 below zero in almost all regions,
with minimum values in the stations over the Patagonia region (R5). Regarding the downscaled
simulations, P02 was mostly overestimated by the ESD models in all regions. AN models well reproduce
the observations and presented the smallest errors compared to the ANNs and GLMs which exhibited
larger errors, especially in Argentina Patagonia (R5). In particular, GLMs showed a larger spread among
the different GCMs simulations than the rest of the ESD models. RAW outputs presented high biases, with
errors up to 7.5ºC for some GCMs, positive in all regions except in northwest Argentina (R4), in which
positive and negative biases were exhibited and also a large disagreement among the GCMs.

The cold days (the number of days with Tn < 0ºC) were frequent in Patagonia and northwest Argentina
(R4 and R5) during the period 1986–2005, with regional mean values of 75 and 45 days in the year,
respectively (Fig. 4a). In northeast Argentina (R2), on the other hand, there were almost no cold days
during the same period. The ESD simulations captured these regional features, specially the AN models
that presented near zero errors in this index. GLMs and ANNs families presented higher errors than the AN
models and commonly underestimated the number of cold days. In the case of the RAW simulations,
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notable differences with the observations were identi�ed in the regions R4 and R5, with biases of 50 days
for some GCMs.

Regarding spells, the largest median of the annual cold spell maxima (ColdAnnualMaxSpell) was
observed in the stations of norwest Argentina (R4) with a regional mean of 7 days and almost one day
shorter in the regions of central and northeast Argentina (R1, R2 and R3). The length of the cold spells
was generally underestimated by AN models while overestimated by the GLM models in all regions. The
ANNs exhibited the more accurate values and presented biases between − 1 and 1 days among the
different GCM, specially ANN.P2.L which exhibited the higher skills. Similar spell lengths were detected
between RAW and the ESD simulations.

4.2 Climate change projections
In the previous section it was shown that ESD models were capable of reproducing the different
characteristics of the observed maximum and minimum temperatures during the historical period when
forced with different GCM, adding value to the RAW outputs. Here, another key aspect in the assessment
of the ESD models was analysed and their ability to generate plausible future projections was assessed.
The plausibility of the projections will be addressed taking into account the similarity with the projections
provided by the RAW outputs ( Manzanas et al. 2020; Baño-Medina et al. 2021) under the different
scenarios and RCMs simulations available for the region, in order to provide a framework of comparison
for future simulations.

a Far-future changes in mean climate
Increments in the mean values of the far future (2071–2100) from the RCP8.5 and SSP85 scenario with
respect to the reference period (1986–2005) ---delta changes— were evaluated for the ESD models, RAW
and RCMs simulations. Figures 5 and 6 display these results for Tx and Tn for summer and winter austral
seasons, respectively. For brevity only results for the ESD models with predictors P2.L, P2.S and P1.LS.a
are shown for selected GCMs that will be more deeply analysed in the following section. The ESD models
driven by the rest of the GCMs are available in the supplementary material (Figure S1 and Figure S2).

All simulations agreed on positive changes for Tx and Tn in the far future for all the regions of Argentina,
and generally with a stronger signal of change in the warmest temperatures of the year (summer Tx).
Nevertheless, some differences in the magnitude of these changes were detected among the different
GCM and also within the ESD models, which were strongly in�uenced by the signal of the driving GCM
and the statistical method considered. In addition, the climate sensitivity of each individual GCM was
preserved in the ESD simulations (Figs. 5 and 6). The GCM which RAW outputs projected the highest
levels of warming ---e.g CanESM2 and CanESM5, Bukowski et al. (2020)---- exhibited the largest delta
changes in all ESD models. Whereas for GCMs with lower climate sensitivity ---e.g NorESM1, Giorgi et al.
(2012)--- the ESD simulation presented a small increment of change. In the same way, the dynamical
downscaling simulations (RCMs), showed the highest (lowest) values of delta changes in the Eta regional
model driven by CanESM2 (RegCM and REMO driven by NorESM1).
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Regarding Tx, the spatial distribution of the changes projected by the RAW simulations varied among the
GCMs (Fig. 5). In general the stations from north Argentina (R1, R2, R3 and R4) exhibited the warmest
signal (near 5–6 ºC). Moreover, for most of the GCMs the increases were larger in the stations along the
north section of the subtropical Andes Mountain range (R4). On the other hand, in the Patagonia region,
the increments of the summer Tx seemed to be smaller according to most of the RAW simulations. In
addition, no remarkable differences were detected between the two emission scenarios (RCP8.5 and
SSP585) which projected changes with similar magnitudes of warming.

When analysing the ESD simulations, the weakest signals of change were detected in the AN models with
spatial predictors (P2.S, P1.LS.a) (Figura 5), with near zero values homogeneous across Argentina and
almost identical in all GCMs. Bear in mind that the AN method is based on re-sampling observations and
therefore, unprecedented warm temperatures ---like the ones projected for the late future by the RCP8.5
and SPS85 scenarios— cannot be simulated by these models. In this sense, it was not surprising that AN
models do not project large positive changes for the summer temperatures. Nevertheless, when
considering local con�guration (AN.P2.L), the AN models were closer to the RAW outputs, although still
with low warming signal. In this regard, the spatial reduction by the EOFs in the S con�guration (P2.S and
P1.LS.a) may be adding some additional limitations to the AN method. Moreover, similar outcomes were
identi�ed between AN and ANN families clearly for P2.L and P2.S predictor con�gurations, typically
underestimating the GCMs change signal. On the contrary, the GLM family presented the largest
increases for the future, specially GLM.P2.S which tended to exacerbate the warming signal of the GCMs.

When comparing with the RAW outputs, the ESD models that only take into account local predictors
(P2.L) showed similar spatial distributions and magnitude of the increases projected by the RAW
simulations, regardless of the statistical technique considered. Furthermore, the RCM simulations also
performed similarly to the ESD models with P2.L predictor con�guration, although RegCM and REMO
slightly underestimated the signal when comparing with their corresponding driving GCM RAW
simulations. In this regard, the uncertainty found in future changes linked to the different statistical
methods (ANs, GLMs and ANNs) was low —in terms of similarity between the different families and with
the RCMs simulations—when considering the local con�guration.

In comparison with Tx, the RAW outputs in general projected smaller increments (maximum 2–4 ºC) for
the coldest temperatures (winter Tn) in the far future (Fig. 6). Overall, the GCMs exhibited the largest delta
changes in the stations of northwest Argentina (R4) while these values decreased in magnitude toward
the regions covering northeast Argentina (R1, R2 and R3). In the same line, the statistically downscaled
simulations showed the strongest signals of change in the stations from northern Argentina. On the other
hand, the RCM simulations presented a weaker signal of warming compared with the ESD simulations.
Also, all RCM simulations projected very homogeneous increments across the country with no remarkable
regional aspects.

Regarding the ESD simulations, the ANs, ANNs and GLMs performed very similarly, in contrast to the Tx
results. In particular, compared to the Tx, a remarkable difference in the performance of AN.P2.S and
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AN.P1.LS.a models were detected. As previously mentioned, the AN method is unable to simulate
temperatures outside the range of the observations, being this restriction notable for summer
temperatures. However, for winter temperatures --- since ANs were trained without any seasonal
restrictions --- the range of observations are wider, covering synoptic situations that not only occur in
winter but also in other seasons of the year. In this sense, future winter Tn may be more associated with
situations prevailing in the warmer seasons of the year. Similar results were obtained for the winter Tx,
although for brevity they were not shown. Nevertheless, the most distinctive differences detected within
the ESD models were associated with the predictor con�guration. The differences obtained by changes in
the predictor sets (P1 or P2) were not as remarkable as the ones obtained by changes in the predictor
con�guration, also indicating that the future changes were not sensibly affected by the variation of
predictors related to circulation variables which is the main difference between both predictors sets
(Table 3). Generally the ESD models with only spatial con�guration (P2.S) feature larger positive changes
than the ones with local predictors (P2.L). For the spatial predictor con�guration (S), information from the
entire domain ---reduced by the EOFs— is considered and the ESD models are generally more tightly
related to large-scale processes (Huth 2004; Benestad et al. 2015). Whereas, with the local con�guration
(L), the ESD models only consider information from the neighbourhood and each station is exclusively
in�uenced by the local changes. Therefore, more pronounced changes in the large-scale processes than
in the local ones, could be amplifying the warming signal of the ESD models with S predictors. Similar to
the summer Tx results, ESD models with local predictor con�guration projected winter Tn changes rates
in line with the RAW and RCMs simulations.

The increase in winter Tn and summer Tx in all regions of Argentina by the end of the century was
systematic in all the simulations analysed, regardless of the source (ESD, RCMs or RAW) or statistical
technique considered, indicating robustness in the future projections for the region. These increases were
generally larger for the northern regions of Argentina, although the magnitude of these increases was
variable among the different GCMs. In order to quantify the model uncertainty, the standard deviation (sd)
of the delta changes projected by each ESD, RCMs and RAW model was computed, considering only the
GCMs in common to CORDEX-CORE (Fig. 7). The highest values of sd (2-2.5º C) were detected in the RAW
outputs, especially in the summer Tx associated with the different sensitivities of the GCMs already
mentioned. Although these sensitivities are preserved across the different ESD models, the dispersion in
the projections of the ESD models was considerably reduced, presenting sd values lower than RAW and
comparable to the RCMs in both variables. For the warmest temperatures (summer Tx) wider dispersions
were observed in northern and central Argentina in almost all ensembles (ESD, RAW and RCMs). While for
the winter Tn, the sd values were lower and more homogeneous throughout Argentina. For both variables,
the ESD models with L con�guration exhibited closer values to the RCMs.

Based on the assessments of the ESD models in the historical and future scenarios, the ESD models with
local con�guration were selected to continue with the analysis of the future projections. In this regard, for
each statistical method (ANs, ANNs, GLMs), one predictor con�guration was preserved. Hereafter only
results for GLM.P2.L, AN.P2.L and ANN.P2.L will be shown.
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b. Regional time series

Lastly, future changes in the frequency of warm and cold extremes were explored. To this end, the time
series of selected annual indices (Table 2) were analysed for the statistical and dynamical downscaling
simulations and RAW outputs. The temporal evolution of the indices aggregated in regional mean values
are displayed in Figs. 8 and 9 for CMIP5 and CMIP6 simulations separately. Again, for the CMIP5
ensemble, only the GCMs used to drive the RCMs (CanESM2, MPI-ESM-LR, MPI-ESM-MR and NorESM1)
were considered. In this case, note that the ensemble of statistically downscaled simulations, being multi-
method (12 simulations), is larger than the set of RCMs (5 simulations) and RAW (4 simulations)
simulations. In the case of the CMIP6 models, the RAW ensemble presents 5 simulations while the ESD
set is made up of 15 simulations.

Overall, all simulations projected an increase in the number of hot days for the end of the 21 century,
larger for northeast Argentina (R2) ---with 50–70 days above the reference period at the end of the century
—. Similarly, a reduction in the number of cold days were detected in all simulations in norwest Argentina
and the Patagonia region (R4 and R5).

Concerning hot days (Fig. 8), the observations exhibited a marked increase from 2000 to 2018, in all the
regions, which was detected by the ESD models ensemble for CMIP5 and CMIP6 simulations and also by
the CMIP6 RAW ensemble mean. Whereas, for CMIP5, the RAW simulations tended to underestimate
these changes and exhibited positive upward values a few years later. The RCM simulations stayed close
to the RAW outputs in this period, and generally presented lower values with respect to the observations.
For the mid and late future, the strongest signal of change was exhibited by the ESD simulations for both

scenarios RCP8.5 and SPS585. Depending on the region, the AN or GLM models ensemble projected the
largest changes, although in regions R3, R4 and R5 all exhibited a similar rate of changes. In the case of
CMIP5, the RAW and RCM simulations projected close values for the near and mid future, but they
diverged at the end of the period. Furthermore, the dispersion among the different GCMs were in general
similar for the RCM, RAW and ESD ensembles and estable during all the century. Regarding the CMIP6
simulation and SPS585 scenario, changes of the number of hot days were larger than the ones projected
by the RAW CMIP5 simulations for the RCP8.5 scenario, especially in the regions R2 and R3. This was
re�ected in the ESD models as well, which exhibited highest values for CMIP6 simulations and also larger
dispersion among the different ESD models.

For the number of cold days in R4 and R5 (Fig. 8), the dispersion among the RAW outputs considerably
increased for CMIP5 and CMIP6 experiments, showing largest disagreement in the magnitude of the
changes for the mid and late 21th century in northwest Argentina (R4). ESD models considerably reduced
this dispersion, and also the RCM simulations in the case of CMIP5 simulations. A pronounced decrease
of this index was detected in Patagonia region (R5) where generally, the RCM, RAW and ESD ensemble
coincide in a reduction of about 20–40 days in a year for the late future. In this region, ESD and RAW
ensemble simulations projected similar values while RCM slightly overestimated the negative trend.
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Additionally, Fig. 9 shows the time series for the Tx90p index for all regions. All simulations agreed on
warmer conditions for the future in all regions, projecting for the late 21th century an increase of more
than 100 days in a year with Tx above the P90 percentile. In particular, similar outcomes were detected in
the ESD models and RAW ensembles from CMIP5 in central and northeast Argentina (R1, R2 and R3)
which coincided in a rapid increase of Tx90p, more accelerated than the projections of the RCM
simulations. Whereas, in northwest Argentina (R4), ESD models performed similarly to the RCM ensemble
and separated from the RAW simulations, projecting smaller values of future change. Among the regions,
Patagonia (R5) exhibited the weaker signal for Tx90p, and a higher agreement among all simulations
(Fig. 9). Changes depicted by the SSP585 from CMIP6 simulations were larger in all regions when
compared to RCP85, for both ESD models and RAW outputs. Also a larger spread among the different
GCMs was observed, more pronounced at the end of the century. In general, RAW outputs projected
smaller (larger) changes than the ESD ensemble in R1 and R2 (R4 and R5) while performed similarly in
central Argentina (R3).

Similar values were projected for Tn90p, although with a small spread among the simulations. For brevity,
results from Tn90p are exhibited in the supplementary material (Figure S3 from supplementary material).

5. Discussion and conclusions
Argentina is a wide country with different climatic regions, where an increase in mean temperature and
extremes is currently ongoing and affecting different socio-economic activities, putting pressure on local
policy makers to design proper adaptation measures. Thus, delivering tailored climate information
becomes essential to design and implement effective strategies in a climate change scenario. To this
purpose, the use of Empirical Statistical Downscaling (ESD) strategies could help providing local climate
information useful to address model uncertainty and ascertain our con�dence in a global warming
scenario.

In this study, a subset of ESD models taken from Balmaceda-Huarte and Bettolli (2022) were applied to a
set of GCMs from the CMIP5 and CMIP6 experiments to statistically downscale maximum and minimum
temperatures (Tx and Tn). This was done for the historical and future scenarios (RCP8.5 and SSP585)
over the different climatic regions of Argentina. The selected ESD models were based on three different
techniques: analogs (ANs), generalised linear models (GLMs) and arti�cial neural networks (ANNs); two
predictor combinations (P1 and P2) with three different con�gurations (local, spatial or a combination of
both).

A �rst assessment was carried out during the historical period, when statistically downscaled simulations
were compared to the observations and the RAW model outputs. Results showed that ESD simulations
added value to the RAW simulations, in mean values as well as in extreme indices, especially for Tx. All
ESD simulations considerably reduced the seasonal biases (summer Tx and winter Tn) detected in the
GCMs, similarly for the CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles. Furthermore, ESD models were able to represent
multiple indices ---which accounted for marginal and temporal aspects— based on Tx and Tn,
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satisfactorily capturing the regional features of both variables. Statistical models exhibited higher skills
in central and northeastern Argentina (R1 to R3), although depending on the aspect analysed, ESD
models were more or less skillful based on the statistical technique (ANs, GLMs and ANNs) and predictor
con�guration considered. Notwithstanding, the performance of the ESD models during the historical
period was similar to the validation period, when ESD models were forced with reanalysis data
(Balmaceda-Huarte and Bettolli, 2022), evidencing the capability to be extrapolated to a different input
space. The outcomes found in this work are in agreement with previous efforts within SSA, that
demonstrated the added value of ESD compared to their driving GCMs in complex phenomena such as
precipitation extremes (Olmo et al. 2022).

With the aim of evaluating the ability of the ESD models to generate plausible future projections,
simulations from the worst-case scenarios (RCP8.5 and SSP585) obtained from the statistical and
dynamical downscaling models (ESD and RCM), and RAW GCMs outputs were inter-compared in terms of
their delta changes ---far future (2071–2100) with respect to the reference period—. All simulations
(RCMs, GCMs, ESD) agreed on positive changes in the most extreme temperatures throughout the year
(summer Tx and winter Tn), strongest over northern Argentina and the northern section of the subtropical
Andes. In this regard, ESD models showed potential to produce plausible climate projections. However,
some differences in the magnitude of the future changes were detected among the GCMs and within ESD
models, which preserved the climate sensitivity of their driving GCMs. For the statistical models,
uncertainties in the magnitude of the future changes were associated to the technique considered ---in the
case of the summer Tx— and to the predictor con�guration ---in the case of the winter Tn— regardless of
the driving GCM. Whereas, for both temperatures, no sensitivity was found related to the predictors set
choice (P1 and P2). This uncertainty was larger for summer Tx, in which near zero delta changes were
identi�ed in the AN models that considered spatial predictors (P2.S, P1.LS.a), while large increases were
projected for this variable by the GLM models, exacerbating the warming signal of the GCMs. In
particular, this characteristic of the AN models ---associated with its construction— was also documented
by Gutierrez et al. (2013) and Casanueva et al. (2013) over the Iberian Peninsula. Differently to Tx, for
winter Tn, the AN, ANN and GLM families performed very similarly and the most remarkable differences
were connected with changes in the predictor con�guration. In general, ESD models with only spatial
con�guration in the predictors (P2.S) featured larger changes than the ones with local predictors (P2.L).
These differences may be related with changes in the large/local scale processes, which were more
tightly related to the spatial/local predictor con�guration and constrained the ESD models' projections
differently. Particularly, the dimensionality reduction performed through the EOFs could be also affecting
the future change rates. This discussion was partly addressed by Huth (2002), who found that the
number of principal components (PCs) retained in the regression models has a considerable effect on
temperature future projections over central and western Europe. In addition, Sachindra et al. (2013) and
Panda et al. (2022) showed that using PCs as input data can affect the performance of the ESD models
in climate change applications, related to the different data space (reanalysis/GCMs) in which ESD
models are trained and applied. To circumvent this, Benestad (2001) proposes using combined PCs
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between the predictors of the reanalysis and the GCMs, to minimise the errors associated with the
downscaling of future climate scenarios.

The RCM simulations stayed close to the rate of changes projected by the ESD models ---specially the
ones with L predictor con�guration— for the summer Tx, while generally exhibited a weaker signal of
warming for the winter Tn compared with the ESD and RAW outputs. Notwithstanding, for both variables,
the dispersion within each set of simulations (RCMs and ESD models) was similar, and both smaller in
relation to the RAW CMIP5 ensemble. Furthermore, the mean changes detected here are in agreement with
previous works, which identi�ed a future warming ampli�cation over the subtropical Andes and northern
Argentina when using CMIP5 and CMIP6 RAW simulations and RCMs for mean surface temperature
(Blazquez and Solman 2023; Bustos Usta et al., 2022; Gulizia et al. 2022; Coppola et al. 2021; Almazroui
et al. 2021; Pabón-Caicedo et al., 2020; Zazulie et al., 2018); for extreme temperature indices
(LagosZúñiga et al. 2022; Reboita et al. 2022) and compound temperature-rainfall events (Olmo et al.
2022a; Collazo et al. 2023). In line with this, the evaluation of the regional future changes in the
frequency of warm and cold extremes also depicted a robust signal of warming for Argentina. All
simulations agreed on an increase (decrease) in the number of hot (cold) days by the end of the 21st
century, more accelerated for the region of northeast Argentina (norwest Argentina and Patagonia).
Regarding hot days, the strongest signal of change was exhibited by the ESD simulations, while the RCM
simulations exhibited the weakest signal of change. For this index, the dispersion among the different
GCMs was similar for the RCM, RAW and ESD simulations. For the number of cold days, instead, the
dispersion among the RAW outputs considerably increased for CMIP5 and CMIP6 experiments, showing
the largest disagreement in the change rates for the mid- and late-21st century, especially in northwest
Argentina (R4). ESD models considerably reduced this dispersion, and also the RCM simulations for the
CMIP5 simulations. A pronounced decrease of the number of cold days was detected in the Patagonia
region (R5), in line with the results of Gulizia et al. (2022) for the index frost day using CMIP5 RAW
simulations. In particular, this reduction could represent a signi�cant impact for the region in terms of
snow availability and the conservation of glaciers (Zazulie et al. 2018). In the same line, for the percentile-
based indices (Tx90p and Tn90p) all simulations agreed on warmer conditions, although with larger
spread among simulations in Tx90p. Results of these indices were in agreement with Rusticucci and
Zazulie (2021) that analysed RAW simulations from a set of CMIP5 models, although the authors found a
faster rate of warming in Tn90p than Tx90p not clearly identi�ed here. Using RCM simulations, Reboita et
al. (2022) and López-Franca et al. (2016) also found a more pronounced warming in Tn90p, but limited to
the region north of 20° in SSA and La Plata basin. Note, however, that in these studies the indices were
calculated on a seasonal basis (summer and winter), whereas in the present work they were computed
annually. In this regard, the differences in the intensity of the changes found could be partly attributed to
a compensation between Tx and Tn during the transition seasons.

Overall, this is a novel study that provides insight into the suitability of different ESD models ---based on
multiple statistical methods, predictors variables and con�gurations— for the simulation of historical
local climate and the methodological sensitivity to generate reliable climate projections. The importance
of using the different simulations available for Southern South America to comprehensively analyse
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regional climate change signals and their uncertainty became evident in this work, where depending on
the temperature aspect studied different levels of agreement were found. In this sense, our projections
built on multi-model and multi-method ensembles are key to handle the uncertainty in the future climate
over different regions of Argentina, where high resolution simulations are still scarce. However, some
limitations of the ESD simulations need to be further explored, like the stationary assumption (Vrac et al.
2007) and the use of other state-of-the-art statistical methods (Quesada-Chacón et al. 2021; Legasa et al.
2023). Furthermore, employing hybrid approaches combining dynamical and statistical downscaling
such as pseudo-reality experiments and emulators (Hernanz et al. 2022b; Doury et al. 2023; Boe et al.
2023) will be explored in follow-up studies to tackle these challenges over the region.
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Figure 1

Meteorological stations used in this study, coloured by region (numbered from R1 to R5). The pink box
represents the domain considered for the predictor sets of the ESD models. Shaded colours indicate the
SSA elevation (taken from the ERA-Interim reanalysis) expressed in metres.
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Figure 2

Differences in the mean values (bias) of the historical period (1979–2005) between the ensemble mean
of CMIP5 and CMIP6 GCMs and the observations (reference) considering : (column 1) raw data (RAW);
(column 2-8) the different ESD models. Results are displayed for Tx (a) and Tn (b) for summer (DFJ) and
winter (JJA) season, respectively. For CMIP5 (CMIP6) the historical period is 1979-2005 (1979-2014).
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Figure 3

Boxplot diagrams that shows a) the spatial distribution of the indices from Table 4 calculated with the
observed values for Tx in each region, ordered from left to right (R1-R5) following the colours from Figure
1. b) indices regional mean values estimates for each ESD model; and c) RAW simulation for each GCMs.
In b) and c), the results are expressed in terms of bias, and the regions are shown ordered from left to
right (R1-R5). In green (violet) boxplots, the results for CMIP5 (CMIP6) models are displayed, and different
shades of green (violet) indicate each individual GCM. In each boxplot diagram, the center mark
corresponds to the mean, and the lower and upper edges represent the 25th and 75th percentiles. The
whiskers extend to the 5th and 95th percentiles. Indices with different scales among ESD and RAW
simulations are denoted with an asterisk.
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Figure 4

Similar to Figure 3 for indices from Table 4 for Tn.
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Figure 5

Changes projected for Tx in the far future (2071-2100) w.r.t the reference period (1986-2005) during
summer (DJF) considering: the raw outputs of the GCMs (RAW) and simulations from ESD and RCMs (for
available GCMs) for each individual GCM, taking the worst-case scenarios RCP8.5 and SP585.
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Figure 6

Similar to Figure 5 for Tn during the winter season (JJA).
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Figure 7

Uncertainty of the projected values from Figures 5 and 6 measured in terms of standard deviation (sd)
calculated for each set of RAW, ESD models, and RCMs simulations for summer Tx (Tx DJF) and winter
Tn (Tn JJA). To compute the standard deviation, only the GCMs forcing CORDEX-CORE RCMs (Table 4)
were considered.
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Figure 8

Regional time series of the indices warm days (in regions R1, R2 and R3) and cold days (in regions R4
and R5) for the ESD (yellow), RCMs (brown) and RAW (blue) simulations for the experiments CMIP5 and
CMIP6. Observations are shown in red. In each case, the time evolution of the ESD simulations by the end
of the century are shown in smaller �gures, differentiated by set of statistical methods (ANs, GLMs,
ANNs).
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Figure 9

Similar to Figure 4 for Tx90p index.
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